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Automate and Target
How to Use Marketing Automation
to Identify Qualified Prospects
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Automate and Target: How to Use Marketing
Automation to Identify Qualified Prospects
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Marketing automation is far more effective and far superior to the batch-andblast email systems it replaces. So why is there any reluctance?
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But despite the acceptance of marketing automation at a rapidly increasing
number of organizations, some small and mid-size businesses are apprehensive
about moving from manual processes to automated systems.
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Sirius Decisions recently reported that market leading companies that employ
strong lead nurturing processes supported by marketing automation solutions
are able to close over 4 times the number of deals of average firms.
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Marketers realize that in order to grow revenue, they have the primary
responsibility for bringing in more qualified leads. Deploying marketing automation
to accomplish a significant part of lead nurturing and scoring is increasingly
common, as is integrating CRM systems with marketing automation systems.
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Marketing automation
is far more effective
and far superior to the
batch-and-blast email
systems it replaces.

One concern is based on the perception that too much content will be
required; “more than we can possibly create.”
If you are already emailing your prospect base and updating your website
and social network channels with appropriate, high-quality and engaging
content, you’ve already embarked on the right course.
Today’s buyer expects useful information and content before they will
consider doing business with you. Successful companies share content,
freely, for the opportunity at a later sale. With most research being done on
the web, good content is what attracts attention and acts as the catalyst
for a prospect to provide you with their email address or phone number.
Content will be necessary regardless of how you communicate it. The goal
is always to get the right content to the right prospect at the right time.
Marketing automation provides you with a better means to deliver and track
the use of your content. You get better prospect segmentation and better
tracking and can see the ROI of your content development efforts.
If you need more content, but have exhausted your internal resources,
adding outside writers or a strategic partner (or two) to develop content and
building up your own internal content development staff is necessary.
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A second concern is that the technology will be too difficult to deploy and
too complex to learn to use effectively.
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The latest generation of marketing automation systems has made it easier
for marketers to operate these systems and to gain benefit from them.
Thanks to easy-to-use features such as on-screen prospect segmentation,
drag-and-drop campaigns and forms, and email and landing page
templates, any marketer can quickly get campaigns and forms up and
running in a short period of time with only minimal training.
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Since the latest versions of marketing automation systems are designed
for ease of use and don’t require much, if any, IT involvement, they enable
marketers to get started quickly. And because today’s tools are nimble,
marketers have the flexibility to experiment and change campaigns and
tactics on the fly without having to stop and start over each time.
However, the real advantage isn’t about the technology; it’s about providing
tools that allow marketers to stick to basic techniques of prospect engagement,
tracking, and follow up, and then build in greater sophistication over time.
Deploying and running marketing automation is no more complicated than what
you may already be doing today, albeit manually. One of marketing automation’s
key advantages is providing a comprehensive history of each of your prospects,
starting with their first anonymous visits to your website. You also capture the
full history of their known activity such as email opens, site visits, and any form
fills they’ve participated in.
Just start small and start simply, by following the processes and programs you
currently have running, and then build on your success over time.
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Getting started is as easy as these six simple steps:
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Step 3: Create forms and offers to use on your site
Create a few offers for premium content that you already have (white papers,
case studies, webcast recordings, special offers, events, etc.) and build
site forms or Dynamic Progressive forms so you can capture the identity of
prospects who are interested in them.
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Step 2: Upload a database
Upload your existing database into the marketing automation system so you
can send campaign emails and identify site visitors. When prospects visit your
site in response to campaign emails, the visit is tracked in the system. A record
of all of the pages that they viewed is recorded, as well as the duration of their
visit. All subsequent visits will be recorded as well.
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Step 1: Deploy
You’ll place the marketing automation vendor’s first-party cookie (small piece
of code) on your website pages. This cookie is similar to the code from an
analytics vendor like Google, and it acts as the tracking mechanism for site
visitors. You’ll begin to collect visitor information right away. It’s also what tracks
anonymous visitors, whose history will be updated with their identity once they
fill out a form or respond to one of your emails.
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[It’s] straightforward
and allows you to
select the right people
to communicate to, by
title, by job function, by
persona—or any other
demographic information
you choose.

Step 4: Build a Campaign
It can be as straight-forward as doing a simple email newsletter, but now you’ll
get the permanent benefits of tracking for all of your prospects. It’s just a matter
of creating a few emails and landing pages for your campaign offers, selecting
the list segments you would like to mail to, and then building a simple campaign
that carries out your instructions for when to mail, and what to do after a
prospect visits. Audience list selection and segmentation is straightforward and
allows you to select the right people to communicate to, by title, by job function,
by persona—or any other demographic information you choose.
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Step 5: Set up Lead Alerts and Score Leads
You can easily add sophisticated scoring and alerting based upon any criteria
you set. When specific prospects meet conditions that you define as “showing
interest,” the marketing automation system can be set up to alert your sales or
inside-sales people. Lead scoring is a simple way of looking at prospect activity
across many dimensions in order to determine a “marketing qualified lead,” or
trigger real-time alerts to your sales people when specific conditions such as
number of visits, demographic profile, or job title meet certain criteria.
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Step 6: Measure
Reporting shows how well things are working with marketing automation. You
can track prospect activity and view the progress of prospects through the
various phases of your campaigns. Measurements and reporting can be as
sophisticated as you need, but just start simply and grow your sophistication
over time.

There are many more things that marketing automation can accomplish,
including synchronizing with your CRM system and your webinar and events
systems. But you can start your journey with marketing automation without
them and easily integrate them at a later date.
In the end, generating real leads can spur growth and kick-start a company’s
success. The secret is using marketing automation to help you focus on
high-quality leads by creating and delivering compelling content to targeted
audiences backed with reliable tracking and business processes.
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eTrigue® DemandCenter®
Get an inside track in the race for more qualified leads with eTrigue DemandCenter
marketing automation. Consistently rated as the ease-of-use leader in marketing
automation, eTrigue accelerates the way marketing and sales teams generate
qualified leads and close sales.
DemandCenter makes it easy to create and execute powerful multi-channel
demand generation campaigns for mid-market firms to the largest enterprise.
No matter how small your marketing team, eTrigue delivers—without the need
for dedicated staff or expensive and time-consuming IT integration.
Tony Tissot is in marketing at eTrigue, the ease-of-use leader in marketing
automation. Tony is a veteran of several successful startup companies that
deployed marketing automation as a key component of lead-generation
activities. He joined eTrigue in 2011.

About eTrigue Corporation
eTrigue DemandCenter marketing automation platform helps marketers build
more successful demand generation programs that target, nurture and qualify
prospective customers based on their “digital biography.”
eTrigue Intelligent Demand Generation® SaaS products improve the way marketing
and sales teams generate qualified leads, and they help close sales more quickly.

Marketing Automation for the Rest of Us™
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